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Across

7  Trapped heartless pathologist alongside journalist (8)
9  Rubber tips of some electronic resistors age earlier (6)
10  Self-satisfied soft-headed sucker (4)
11  Tidy up shattering accident (10)
12  Inflammatory condition church is coming across (6)
14  Pet is able to sit with curly-coated dog scratching its head (8)
15  Serving dish made of wood placed outside university (6)
16  Deplorable gets time for hospital burning (6)
19  Savant’s sums observed after stratagem is essentially changed (8)
21  Embellishment of Trump astounds leaders not so much on reflection (6)
23  ‘Less is more’ man limits main broadcast (10)
24  Storage facility starts to become a real nuisance (4)
25  One hundred and fifty in the first instance elegantly taper (6)
26  Setter would briefly take me back into enormous outbreak (8)

Down

1  This last one has funny outside space (6)
2  Problem resulting from methane, maybe, rising around detention centre (4)
3  Display of horsemanship is to finish on time (8)
4  Warm African nation getting to grips with golf (6)
5  Consoles style committees (10)
6  Rose celebrated five leaving for Belgium (8)
8  Straightforward credit arrangement (6)
13  Sir Bradley cycled around punctual worm hunters (5,5)
15  First of rain to fall in current setting near the equator (8)
17  Do better than away kit (8)
18  Flourish in South River (6)
20  Come alive as willingly as beginners, Mr Kesey (6)
22  Unfettered rage about organised ladies finding creepy-crawly (6)
24  Ferment resistance amid rise of the internet (4)